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ABSTRACT: X-ray Thomson scattering (XRTS) is a powerful technique for measuring state vari-
ables in dense plasmas. In this paper, we report on the development of a one-dimensional imaging
spectrometer for use in characterizing spatially nonuniform, dense plasmas using XRTS. Diffrac-
tion of scattered x-rays from a toroidally curved crystal images along a one-dimensional spatial
profile while simultaneously spectrally resolving along the other. An imaging spectrometer was
fielded at the Trident laser at Los Alamos National Laboratory, yielding a FWHM spatial resolu-
tion of < 25 µm, spectral resolution of 4 eV, spectral range of 350 eV, and spatial range of > 3 mm.
A geometrical analysis is performed yielding a simple analytical expression for the throughput of
the imaging spectrometer scheme. The SHADOW code is used to perform a ray tracing analysis
on the spectrometer fielded at the Trident Laser Facility understand the alignment tolerances on the
spatial and spectral resolutions. The analytical expression for the throughput was found to agree
well with the results from the ray tracing.
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1 Introduction
Experiments in the 1930s have demonstrated that the performance of Bragg crystal spectrome-
ters could be dramatically improved by curving the crystal. With a cylindrically-curved crystal,
the spectrometer has mitigated the effects of source broadening as in the Johann and Johansson
schemes [1, 2] or has substantially increased the brightness of the spectrum while simultaneously
spatially resolving the source as with the von Ha´mos scheme [3]. Improvement in crystal fabrica-
tion in later years made it possible to create x-ray optics based on spherically-bent crystals. These
could either be arranged to provide two-dimensional imaging within a narrow spectral window [4],
or combining the imaging of the von Ha´mos spectrometer with the improved dispersion of the
Johann scheme [5].
Because of the relative difficulty in aligning crystal optics for fine resolution, a common ap-
proach in high-energy density facilities is to use a flat or singly-curved crystal optic. Mosaic crys-
tals, which consist of randomly aligned grains of crystals, such as highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) are commonly used for their high-brightness in mosaic focussing mode [6, 7]. However,
the spatial and spectral resolution achievable in a von Hamos configuration using mosaic crystals
is limited by aberrations in the crystal and the wide spectral bandpass [8].
The FSSR-1D scheme, employing a spherical crystal for one-dimensional spatial focusing
and spectral dispersion, has been used extensively in high-energy density physics (HEDP) experi-
ments [9–14]. This configuration uses relatively easily manufactured and aligned spherical crystals
to achieve high spectral and spatial resolution when certain geometric constraints can be met. These
constraints arise from the fact that the Bragg angle is limited to larger than 45 degrees [15] and must
to be greater than 80 degrees to limit astigmatism [16].
Perhaps for this reason, spherical crystals have been used much less extensively in spectro-
scopic applications at high energy density. As we discuss further below, our focus here is on the
need for a compact diagnostic that can be inserted and aligned from a single direction and within a
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relatively small solid angle. This is important in the context of high-energy-density facilities such
as Omega [17] or the National Ignition Facility [18] in which diagnostic access and perhaps time
for alignment are very limited.
Advances in optics technologies have allowed the mating of high quality crystals with
toroidally curved substrates [19]. With unequal radii of curvature, toroidal crystals can be made free
from astigmatism so that any Bragg angle may be chosen. This greatly increases the flexibility for
the instrument to fit in tight geometries. These crystals have been used to create two-dimensional,
monochromatic images with high resolution [19–21]. Here we show how such a crystal can be
used to create an imaging spectrometer [22]. The Bragg angle may be made small, with the spatial
resolution limited only by higher-order aberrations like coma, so that the instrument can be inserted
and aligned from a single direction.
Since the experiments of Compton [23], observing scattered radiation has been a fundamental
technique to measure the physical parameters of dense materials. In a high-energy density physics
context, XRTS was first proposed as a method to diagnose solid-density plasmas by Landen et
al. [24] and given an extensive theoretical description by Gregori et al. [25]. Subsequent experi-
ments have used XRTS as a method to diagnose isochorically-heated plasmas [26–28] . XRTS has
been applied to hydrodynamic plasma flows typically through defining a narrow scattering window
and time-gating the spectrometer [29–32].
In the present work, we report on the development of an imaging spectrometer for use in
diagnosing spatially inhomogenous plasmas via XRTS. A toroidally curved, perfect Ge crystal
affords high spatial resolution within a large field-of-view combined with spectral resolution that
is an order of magnitude higher than is available with more commonly used HOPG spectrometers.
Using this instrument, the goal is to be able to use XRTS to simultaneously characterize a large
volume region to see the evolution of plasmas in experiments in warm-dense matter, radiating
shocks, and many more potential applications in high-energy density physics.
2 Theory
To better understand and optimize the choice of a crystal for a toroidal imaging spectrometer, we
present a geometrical analysis of the system to calculate the brightness of the resulting image. This
analysis is similar to a derivation presented by Missalla et al. [33]. The throughput of the image
is defined in terms of the effective solid angle of the detector with respect to the source. Since the
spectrometer has a wide spectral range, the calculation is carried out for a monochromatic source.
The assumption is that the crystal is small so that the central energy approximately describes the
complete energy range.
2.1 Geometrical definitions
A perfect Bragg crystal forms the basis of the diagnostic. X-ray photons of wavelength λ are
dispersed according to the well known Bragg law,
sinθB = mλ/2d (2.1)
where θB is the Bragg angle, m is the diffraction order, and d is the spacing of the crystal lattice
planes. The crystal is bent along a toroidal surface so that it has two different radii of curvature.
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The focal lengths of the horizontal and vertical curvatures are related to the two bending radii, Rh
and Rv, respectively, and the Bragg angle.
fh =
1
2
Rh sinθB, fv =
Rv
2sinθB
(2.2)
For a single photon energy, the condition for stigmatic two-dimensional imaging may be met if Rh
and Rv are chosen such that fh= fv. One-dimensional imaging within a spectral window is possible
if the lensmaker’s equation is satisfied for the vertical curvature only.
1
dsc
+
1
dcd
=
1
fv
(2.3)
We set the crystal-to-detector distance, dcd , such that the detector lies on the Rowland circle defined
by the horizontal curvature
dcd = Rh sinθB (2.4)
Solving (2.3) for the source-to-crystal distance, dsc, in terms of the magnification M = dcd/dsc
yields
dsc =
Rv
2sinθB
M +1
M
(2.5)
The crystal face is selected as a section of the convex/convex face of a three-dimensional
toroid. The chosen coordinate system has the origin at the center of the toroid as shown in figure 1.
The center of the crystal is defined as point C. An arbitrary point P on the surface of the toroid is
described by the vector
−→
OP. This vector is a function of a horizontal angular displacement α and a
vertical angle γ as measured from the axis along vector
−→
OC
Photons are emitted by a point source, at position S. The central source-to-crystal vector
−→
SC
makes an angle θB with the center of the crystal face and has a magnitude dsc. Likewise, the central
crystal-to-detector vector
−→
CD has a magnitude of dcd . It is assumed that a photon that hits the
crystal at a point P will specularly reflect with respect to the local crystal normal nˆcrys.
We can write these terms as
−→
OS = (Rh−dsc sinθB,−dsc cosθB,0) (2.6)
−→
OP = (η cosα,η sinα,Rv sinγ) (2.7)
−→
OC = (Rh,0,0) (2.8)
nˆcrys = (−cosγ cosα,−cosγ sinα,−sinγ) (2.9)
η = Rh +Rv(cosγ−1) (2.10)
We are interested in calculating the variation of the Bragg angle in terms of coordinates with
respect to the source, the horizontal and vertical angles (β ,γ ′). Bragg diffraction will occur as long
as the angular deviation from the Bragg angle is within the non-zero region of the rocking curve
function, which describes the angular acceptance of the crystal [34]. By calculating the deviation
of the Bragg angle as a function of the displacement angles (β ,γ ′), we may express the active area
in terms of a solid angle with respect to the source. Thus, this calculation will define the throughput
of the crystal.
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Figure 1. This sketch shows a definition of the geometry used in the analysis of toroidally curved imaging
spectrometers. The horizontal curvature is defined along the xy-plane while the vertical curvature is along
the xz-plane.
2.2 Imaging spectrometer geometrical analysis
For a ray that is displaced by a small angle (β ,γ ′) from the central vector
−→
SC to the point P, the
angle that the ray makes with the local crystal normal is modified by a small increment δ from the
Bragg angle. We can write the local angle of incidence θ ′ as a function of the angular displacements
and the central Bragg angle of incidence θ ′B = pi/2−θB.
θ ′ = θ ′B +δ (β ,γ
′) (2.11)
We are interested in the angle of incidence of the source-to-intersection vector,
−→
SP =
−→
OS−−→OP,
relative to the local crystal normal.
θ ′ = arccos
( −→
SP
|−→SP|
· nˆcrys
)
(2.12)
We may compute this angle using (2.6)–(2.10). Applying the small angle approximation for α and
γ and taking terms up to first order yields
θ ′ = pi/2−θB +
(
Rh sinθB−dsc
dsc
)
α (2.13)
We can transform the angular deviations back to source-coordinates via the relation
α = β +θ ′B−θ ′ (2.14)
Using (2.4), (2.5), (2.11), and (2.14), (2.13) can be simplified as
δ (β ) =
(
M−1
M
)
β (2.15)
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Up to first order, deviations in the Bragg angle are affected by only variations in the horizontal
angle β . The physical meaning is that, for a given energy, the active area on the crystal forms a
thin vertical strip.
Bending the crystal modifies the interaction with x-rays in two ways. The crystal lattice is
modified on a microscopic scale, so that the angle that an incident ray makes with the distorted
crystal planes changes as it moves through the surface layer of the crystal. This leads to an enhance-
ment of the integrated reflectivity for bent crystals [35]. The second effect is apparent from (2.15).
The magnification of the imaging spectrometer changes the geometrical variation of the incident
angle with the crystal face.
In the absence of geometrical effects from the choice of mount, we denote the integrated
reflectivity of a curved crystal by the term Rint. For simplicity, we assume that the rocking curve is
described by a Gaussian function RC(δ (β )). Substituting in eq. (2.15) yields the relationship
RC(δ (β )) = RC
((
M−1
M
)
β
)
(2.16)
The integrated reflectivity is defined as the integral of the rocking curve over all angles of inci-
dence. Evaluating the integral, we recover the curved crystal integrated reflectivity modified by a
geometrical term.
R′int = Rint
∣∣∣∣ MM−1
∣∣∣∣ (2.17)
2.3 Crystal throughput
The active area on the crystal is defined by a thin width ∆ym in the horizontal (dispersion) direction
and a length ∆xm in the vertical (imaging) direction. The width of the active area is approximately
the length over which the incident angle varies by the geometrically modified integrated reflectivity
∆ym ≈ dscR
′
int
sinθB
(2.18)
The crystal focuses all radiation over its vertical dimension Sv so that the length of the active area
is ∆xm = Sv. The solid angle subtended by the active area with respect to the source is then
Ωact =
∆xm∆ym sinθB
d2sc
=
Sv
dsc
R′int (2.19)
Substituting in eq. (2.5) and (2.17) into eq. (2.19) yields
Ωact = 2sinθB Rint
(
Sv
Rv
)∣∣∣∣ M2M2−1
∣∣∣∣ (2.20)
For the spectrometer described in the next section, this equation gives a throughput of 1.82×10−5 sr.
While this value is an order of magnitude below the throughput for the more commonly used
HOPG spectrometers [36], in certain types of experiments imaging spectrometers using perfect
crystals can produce brighter images compared to their non-imaging HOPG counterparts. Using
XRTS to diagnose hydrodynamic flows with a non-imaging crystal normally requires time gating
the detector (typically using a microchannel plate that offers detection efficiencies of a few per-
cent) and designing a narrow spatial window into the scattering volume. An imaging spectrometer
may use an order of magnitude more sensitive image plate or deep-depletion CCD detector while
capturing scattering along a large spatial chord in the scattering volume.
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Figure 2. Plotted is the analytical expression for the throughput from (2.20) compared to the results from a
ray tracing analysis.
2.4 Ray tracing analysis
Ray tracing calculations were carried out using SHADOW [37] for an instrument using a Ge(400)
crystal with Rv = 15 cm, a nominal Rh = 30 cm, Sv = 2 cm, and Rint = 0.107 mrad. Illumination was
provided by a monochromatic point source at 4750 eV and θB =67.33°. Rh was varied from fv to
1000 cm with dsc adjusted by means of eq. (2.5) to fulfill the focusing condition. The throughput
was calculated and plotted against the magnification as shown in figure 2. Also plotted is the
analytical expression from (2.20).
The analytical expression agrees with the ray tracing results except in the limit of M→ 1. To
describe the throughput at this position, it is necessary to take higher order terms in the expansion of
eq. (2.13). A second order term 1/(2tanθB)α2 describes the variation in the angle as the (M−1)α
term goes to 0. This limits to a finite value the asymptotic behavior at M = 1 .
3 Tests of the spatial and spectral resolution
To determine the spatial and spectral resolving characteristics of the described imaging spectrome-
ter, a diagnostic was fielded at the 200-TW Trident Laser Facility at Los Alamos National Labora-
tory [38]. The spectrometer was fabricated using a Ge(400) crystal with Rv = 20 cm, Rh = 40 cm,
M=2.5, and θB = 70.25°to observe the helium-like emission from a Ti source. The crystal length
in the dispersion direction was 5 cm, yielding a spectral range of 350 eV.
Shots were performed on a series of grid targets to evaluate the resolution of the spectrometer.
The resolution grid targets consisted of a 12.5 µm Ti backlighter foil attached at a right angle to a
wire grid as shown in figure 3. The wire grid had alternating 16 and 32 µm copper wires with 130
µm center-to-center spacings. The spectrometer was focused on the grid so that it viewed the grid
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Figure 3. A resolution grid target and the resulting spatio-spectrograph from the imaging spectrometer. The
image is resolved spatially along the horizontal axis and spectrally along the vertical. The Ti foil produces
the saturated vertical line on the left while the spatial modulation in brightness from the grid is visible in the
two helium-like emission lines. The full spectral range, spanning 350 eV centered at 4680 eV, is not shown.
Figure 4. Plotted is a spatial lineout through the 2p3P1 line in figure 3 (purple dots) and the fit to the data
(red line). The FWHM resolution of the image is 48 µm
face-on. The foils were irradiated using 200 J of 527 nm laser light in 1.2 ns pulses. X-rays created
within the extended plasma plume were spatially modulated through the grid and were imaged by
the crystal onto a BAS-SR image plate.
A spatio-spectrograph from a resolution grid shot is shown in figure 3. All 18 grid spacings
as well as the right edge of the rim of the grid are visible in the image, corresponding to a field of
view of at least 3 mm. The spectral direction of the image shows the two prominent He-α lines in
the Ti emission as well as weaker transitions at lower energies.
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Figure 5. Plotted is a spectral lineout left of the foil in figure 3. The FWHM spectral resolution is 4 eV.
The spatial resolution was estimated by fitting a simulated image to the spatial data in the
image. The image plates were scanned at 25 µm per pixel and the spatial magnification of the
spectrometer was 2.5. From the Nyquist theorem, we would expect the lower-limit on the spatial
resolution to be 20 µm. A spectrally integrated, spatial lineout of the unsaturated region in figure 3
is shown by the purple dots in figure 4. Given the known thickness and spacing of the grid wires,
we can fit the spatial lineout to estimate the spatial width of the point spread function (PSF). An
idealized, one dimensional profile that represents the x-ray transmission through the grid was con-
volved with a Gaussian PSF. The width of the PSF was varied over a range of values to minimize
the residuals of the resulting fit. The best fit indicates that the FWHM of the PSF 48 µm.
The demonstrated spatial resolution of the spectrometer is believed to be dominated by
broadening from within the image plate detector. The image plates used in the experiments were
Fuji BAS-SR scanned with a FLA-7000. The edge response function of the image plate was
measured by placing a knife edge in front of the detector. The derivative of the profile was fitted to
a Gaussian, yielding a width of 105 µm on the detector plane. This value is consistent with those
reported by Seely et al. [39]. We assume that the resolution of the images is the quadrature sum of
the intrinsic crystal resolution and the spreading from the image plate. With the images resolved to
48 µm and image plate broadening of 105 µm/(M = 2.5)= 42 µm, the intrinsic crystal resolution
was then < 25 µm. Future experiments plan to use deep-depletion x-ray CCDs as the detector,
where higher resolution is expected since the spatial broadening due to charge sharing is only on
the order of a few µm [40].
The demonstrated spatial resolution of the spectrometer is believed to be at the low-end of
what is possible. The limits on the spatial resolution may be a consequence of two effects. The
first is the fact that the toroidal crystal spectrometers lack the rotational symmetry of spherical
crystals and such must be precisely aligned over six axes [41]. Subtle errors in the positioning
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Figure 6. These plots summarize the results of the ray tracing analysis to assess defocusing errors. The
coordinate system used in the ray tracing is shown in part d). The ordinate in these plots is the FWHM of
the PSF divided by the magnification, to yield the PSF width in source coordinates. This value is summed in
quadrature with the Nyquist-limited resolution of 20 µm. In plot a), a point source initially at the position of
best focus was displaced along the z-axis to evaluate the effect of defocusing through the source-to-crystal
vector. For part b), the crystal was rotated about the imaging x-axis to change the angle of incidence off of
the Bragg angle. Plot c) shows the results of displacing the point source along the non-imaging y-axis to
quantify source broadening.
of the source and the setting of the Bragg angle can degrade the spatial resolution by defocusing
errors. The second effect comes from the broadening of the source perpendicular to the source-to-
crystal vector and imaging axis. The image becomes defocused as the spatial resolution elements
move off of the imaging axis.
Tests were also done to determine the depth of field of the spectrometer. The source was
stepped over a distance of ±250 µm along the source-to-crystal vector. There was little significant
systematic change in the spatial resolution, only fluctuations of ±5 µm. This indicates that the
spectrometer has a depth of field of at least 0.5 mm.
To assess the effect of positioning errors on the spatial resolution, a ray tracing analysis was
performed on the spectrometer configuration fielded on Trident for a variety of positioning errors.
The results are summarized in figure 6. The three largest defocusing effects were found to be
source defocusing, rotation of the crystal affecting the Bragg angle, and lengthening of the spatial
resolution elements in the non-imaging direction. The demonstrated spatial resolution is likely a
combination of these three effects, which will have to be more tightly controlled in future exper-
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iments. Other positioning errors, including detector defocusing and displacements of the source
along the imaging axis, were found to have little impact on the spatial resolution.
The depth of field along the source-to-crystal vector was found to be ± 600 µm. As our
experimental tests showed little variation in the spatial resolution over 500 µm, it is likely that this
distance was correctly set in our experiments. The spatial resolution rapidly worsens for angular
displacements greater than 20 arcminutes, which may be the ultimate culprit. Displacing the source
along the non-imaging y-axis has a similar effect on the spatial resolution as the rotational errors.
The plume was allowed to freely expand as it shone through the resolution grid. The dimensions of
the source in the non-imaging axis are unknown, but the uniform spatial resolution across the grid
suggests that the plume was smaller than the 3 mm grid.
It is essential for future applications of the imaging spectrometer to XRTS experiments to limit
the extent of the scattering volume along the non-imaging dimension. Extending the length of the
spatial resolution elements will integrate over more signal and yield a brighter signal. However,
the added signal from the edges will contribute less and less to central peak of the PSF and instead
form a broad foot which contributes little to the contrast in the image
The spectral resolution was found to be unaffected by the extended source and positioning
errors. Fitting a Gaussian to the two main peaks in the spectrum shown in figure 5 yields a 4 eV
FWHM resolution. This resolution is sufficient to see multiple lines around the main helium-
like transitions. For the He-α line at 4750 eV, the integrated reflectivity was calculated using the
XOP simulation code [42] for unpolarized light as 0.130 mrad. Using (2.17), we can calculate the
geometrically modified integrated reflectivity. The spectral resolution due to geometric effects can
be estimated as simply
∆E =
hc
2d
(
1
sin(θB)
− 1
sin(θb−R′int)
)
(3.1)
This expression gives a value for the spectral resolution of ∆E = 4.3 eV at 4750 eV. This value
is a bit higher than the experimentally demonstrated resolution, likely because of errors in the
calculated value for the integrated reflectivity.
In principle, it is possible to design an instrument of this nature for any desired x-ray source.
For a given transition energy, the limited number of crystal planes that yield high integrated reflec-
tivities constrains the choice of the Bragg angle. Higher x-ray energies generally result in lower
Bragg angles and reduced spatial resolution from increased coma.
4 Conclusion
X-ray imaging spectroscopy using toroidally-curved crystals offers a new diagnostic possibility
to measure scattered radiation from dense plasmas. The diagnostic combines high spectral and
spatial resolutions with a large field-of-view in space and wavelength. We have demonstrated an
instrument which uses a Ge crystal set to the He-α lines of titanium with spectral resolution of E∆E
= 1200, a spectral range of 350 eV, <25 µm spatial resolution, and a spatial range of at least 3mm.
A unique strength of the toroidal crystal is the lack of astigmatism which allows for the use
of low Bragg angles. In this way, the toroidal crystal imaging spectrometer may easily be adapted
to experiments on large high-energy density facilities where space in the target chamber is at
a premium.
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